
To Mathieu,

Foreword to Guns for Banta : a beautiful idea

I remember the first encounter with Mathieu when he came to our place suggesting to Sarah to 
do research on her film Guns for Banta. What an idea, she said, astonished?

Sarah never forgot about that film, but she had stowed it away in a corner of her mind, like all 
the other obstacles that she had to overcome but never kept her from moving on.
Sarah was a woman always moving forward. She had films and projects all her life; unfinished 
films in droves, non-distributed films, of course, and one confiscated film.

The way she was no matter the circumstances and her belief in justice didn't give her time for 
regrets.
It was her first feature-length film. After a difficult shooting in the maquis and following an 
argument with the film's sponsors, she had to abandon the film print and leave Algeria within 48 
hours. Other filmmakers would have been discouraged. Not Sarah. She continued, straight 
ahead.

In her last interview, that she gave to RFI in November 2019, she would say: 'It was just a mishap 
along the way, I'm not the only one having been expelled from Algeria, so what?’

When Mathieu Kleyebe Abonnenc wanted to know more about this film and its tragic destiny, it 
took him months and even years to reconstitute and retrace the film's history. Sarah had been 
moving on to films yet to come. To speak about her personal past: never. To speak about these 
old films: why not. All she cared about was the future.

We can only be thankful to Mathieu for his perseverance and the bonds of friendship that he 
built with Sarah, from which results Foreword to Guns of Banta, a unique, sensitive and rich work. 

Annouchka de Andrade

Translated from french by Viktoria Metschl.


